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About Us
Keep safe finance is a trading platform that provide safety to cryptocurrency
environment and help small traders to acquire soft loan that will boost their trading
capital. By joining keep safe finance users will be eligible to have all features and will
be guided into different major areas of cryptocurrency.
Keep safe finance token is utility token of keep safe finance exchange, a crypto
currency built on binance smartchain that poised to replace banking with faster
transactions, higher levels of security and low fees

Token Overview






KEEP SAFE FINANCE
BLOCKCHAIN: Binance smart chain
TOTAL SUPPLY: 500 Million
SYMBOL: KEF (Keep Safe Finance)
Decimal: 9

Tokenomics






Total locked 300 Million
market&listing 77 Million
Team 20 Million
Airdrop 3 Million
presale 100 Million

Pre Sale Details
1. Cost of one token KEF = 0.003$
2 .Term of token sales =Five days with the possibility of an automatic early
completion in pursuing the final goal of presale.
3. Expanded goals after start pre-sale = impossible
4.Total token to be locked = 300,000,000
6.Secured ways to purchase token = Bnb and Busd.
7.Hardcap = 10,000,000$
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USE CASES
Exchange
Keep safe exchange is a digital marketplace where traders can buy and sell
cryptocurrency using different fiat currencies or altcoins. You can trade them using
electronic monetary units, fiat currencies, or other digital assets. Dollars, Euros,
Pounds, yen and yuan.
When you Trade cryptocurrency via Keep Safe Finance exchange you will enjoy
zero trading fees after creating an exchange account, put up the full value of the asset
to open position and store the crytocurrency tokens in your own wallet until you are
ready to sell.

Lending
Finance has changed in this new decade. Where just some years ago, gaining access
to financial services was limited to a select few, today everyone can benefit from
financial services. Keep safe finance is a modern way which will ensures financial
inclusion, through providing a line of credit to individuals from all walks of life
including; microloan services, cryptocurrency, savings and much more.
The line of credit will be most favored by keep safe finance offerings. This will
extend a set amount of money as credit to its customers. With this line of credit, it
becomes possible to take out a micro-loan, and pay it back over time with minimal
interest.
Customers can begin with a loan worth less than $20 and borrow in excess of $5,000
over time. This is an excellent service, enabling financial inclusion for anyone over
time. All that is required is to meet the minimum and simple qualification criteria,
and you will gain access to an increasing amount of funds over time.
Loan Collateral will be Keep Safe Finance Token (KEF) as you must have KEF
token locked to be given loan facility.
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USE CASES

Wallet

Keep safe finance wallet is a type of digital wallet used to send and receive
cryptocurrency. This is analogous to a physical wallet. However, instead of storing
physical currency, the wallet stores the cryptographic information used to access
cryptocurrency addresses and send transactions.
Keep safe finance wallet is a digital wallet that allows users to store and manage their
wallet with transaction in cryptocurrencies and the ability to convert them back into a
user's local currency.

Wallet Features
 Is a digital wallet that allows users to store, manage, and trade their
cryptocurrencies.
 Users can manage their balances of KEF, bitcoin, ether, and other crypto
assets.
 Wallet charges dynamic fees, meaning that the transaction fees can be
different based on factors such as transaction size.
 Wallet has a number of security features to prevent theft.
 E-wallets allow individuals to store cryptocurrencies and other digital assets.
In the case of Keep safe finance Wallet, users can manage their balances of
various.
 Creating an e-wallet with Keep safe finance is free, and the account setup
process is done online. Individuals must provide an email address and
password that will be used to manage the account, and the system will send an
automated email requesting that the account be verified.
 Once the wallet is created, the user is provided with a Wallet ID, which is a
unique identifier similar to a bank account number Wallet holders can access
their e-wallet by logging into the Keep safe finance website, or by downloading
and accessing a mobile application.
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USE CASES
Online Payment (KOP)
Keepsafefinance token (KEF) offers a secure and cheap way of sending payment that
cuts down on the need for verification from third parties and beats processing times
for tradional bank transfers Will be a platform for Buy and Sell wide range of
products through payment of Keep Safe Finance Tokens. With the increasing use of
the Internet and its popularity, E-commerce is the way to go for almost all
businesses. Creating online presence means that the business owner or company can
reach potential customers and expand business operations, gaining the necessary
authority in the market. It is almost impossible for a company to compete in a highly
competitive business world if it does not have a strong online presence, which is the
essence of E-business.

Why should you choose Keep Safe Finance ? because will introduce electronic
commerce to allow community to have access of buying and selling goods or services
through Business to Business (B2B), Business to customer (B2C), Customer to
Customer (C2C), Customer to Business (C2B).
The major aim is to minimize cost and provide efficient product and service at a
right time in such a way to reduce the cost of create process, distribute, retrieve and
manage the paper based information by digitizing the information.

NFT Market
Keep Safe Finace NFT market place will provide the opportunity to create, sell,
purchase and bid Nonfungible Tokens of all categories (artcelebrities, gaming,
sport and music).
KEF Sport Betting, Online Casino and Gaming

The explosion of crypto sports betting has modernized and transformed. With KEF
token and other major crypto currencies like BTC, ETH, USDT, LTC, BNB and
DOGE you can place bets on sporting events and play your favourite online casino
games you wish.
Matched bonuses, reload offers, free spins and VIP rewards will be offered to
users. All deposits and withdrawals are instant and decentralized KEF online
gaming.
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Gaming
Online gaming are electronic games playing over a computer network, particularly
over the Internet. Gaming is a fun and sociable way to spend time, encouraging
teamwork and developing skills. Keep safe finance is fully committed to bringing
new original blockchain games for users to immerse themselves in. This concept of
utility value to the online gaming world goes beyond simply hosting websites
where players can access their favorite content. This is a gaming revolutionary will
offers the additional value of a safe but lucrative, multi-tiered GameFi economy.
With the explosive growth of social media in the early 21st century, developers
sought to capitalize on the opportunities presented by website. With the simplified
game play and cartoonlike graphics, these games will offer incentives for players
to recruit additional players into the game.

Mining
Keep Safe Finance will introduce mining facility and users can benefit from getting
rewards through our software on a personal computer, mobile phone.
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Road Map
2021
Q4









Smart contract creation.
Web development and smart contract deployment
Locking.
Presale.
Keep Safe Finance token listing Cex Exchange.
Keep Safe Finance token listing Dex Exchange.
Keep Safe Finance Token coinmarketcap and coingecko listing.
Keep Safe Finance Whitepaper.

efinance.com

2022
Q1
 Keep Safe Finance Exchange launch.
 Keep Safe finance Lending Program Launch.
 Keep Safe Finance Wallet launch.

Q2
 Keep Safe Finance Online Payment Launch

Q3
 Keep Safe Finance NFT market Place Launch

 KEF Sport Betting, Online Casino and Gaming


Q4



 Keep Safe Finance Mining
nance.com

2023

Road Map

Q1
 Keep Safe Finance mainnet launch
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Disclaimer
This document is created by the anonymous development team behind Keep Safe
Finance. This document is to be used exclusively for educational and informational
purposes.The contents in this whitepaper are not a financial promotion or
preposition. Statements, observations, analysis, and other data present in this
document are not intended to form a foundation for an investment decision. None
of the contents of this whitepaper constitute an invitation to participate in any
investment activity. This document is not to be understood as a prospect for
business, solicitation of investment, inducement, or offer for an investment in a
financial product, security, interest, or assets. The information in this whitepaper is
presented in good faith, but no warranties, guarantees, or representations are made
by the Keep Safe Finance Team in regards to the accuracy, completeness, or
suitability of the information within. KEF disclaims any and all responsibility, and
recipients of this document expressly waive any claim for director indirect
losses or damages of any kind arising from:







Reliance on any information in this document.
Any error, omission, or inaccuracy in the information.
Any action resulting from reading this whitepaper.
Usage or acquisition of Keep Safe Finance token Applications or products
Negligence of the recipient.
Lack of care of the recipient.

Keep Safe Finance token reserves the right to update, modify, or correct information
in this white paper at its sole discretion, without any forward notice or an obligation
or liability to provide such notice to any recipient of the document. This document
is confidential and intended to be viewed exclusively by select recipients authorized
by Keep Safe Finance token. The document will not bind, convey any rights,
obligations, terms, performance, covenants, representations or warranties on behalf
of Keep Safe Finance token to the Recipient, or create any relationship between
Keep Safe Finance token and any Recipient or any other third party.
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